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Boyi Li 
 
Design Concept: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sketch 3.1 
 
Ideas and Concept: Concept 
inspired by bullet train in China. 
Head of the concept train will be 
round (bullet shaped) to reduce air 
resistance. Body will be made by 
special material to keep the weight 
of the AEV low. The two wings at 
the end of the train improve the air 
flow, stability of the train and its 
speed. 
 
Pros: Realistic design, 
aerodynamic and it has doors and 
windows. 
 
Cons: Too much weight so less 
efficient. 

Daniel Levingston  
 
Design Concept: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sketch 3.2 
 
Ideas and Concept: Concept 
included control system, power 
motor and battery. Battery was 
placed at the bottom to improve its 
balance. Control system contains 
large wheel for stability and 
smoothness. Two motors and 
propellers will be used to improve 
the speed and efficiency of the AEV. 
  
Pros: Good balance and high travel 
speed 
 
Cons: Too much weight, not 
aerodynamic 

Kok Fong Yew 
 
Design Concept: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sketch 3.3 
 
Ideas and Concept: Inspired by 
submarine and its bullet shaped 
body. Concept will have a sharp 
head and a rounded body to 
improve the smoothness and 
stability. Wings at the back help to 
improve air resistance and air 
friction of the train while it travels at 
high speed. The concept will be 
powered up by 1 motor to minimize 
the energy consumption. 
  
Pros: Aerodynamic, wings help to 
provide stability, energy efficient. 
 
Cons: Uses one motor so less 
speed, too much weight due to 
large body 

Nicholas Causey 
 
Design Concept: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sketch 3.4 
 
Ideas and Concept: Objectives are 
to have simple design and energy 
efficient. Concept will have straight 
base to improve stability. Two motors 
will be used with push and tractor 
configuration to increase the 
travelling efficiency of the concept. 
 
Pros: Energy efficient because of the 
tractor and push configuration, light 
weight 
 
Cons: Too little weight so efficient 
reduced, not visually attractive. 

Primary Attributes. 
The team discussed and decided to create an AEV concept 
that prioritized on few attributes: 
• Energy efficient 
• Low weight 
• Balance 
• High speed 
• Aerodynamic 
• Size  
• Unique 

Responsibility 
Every group member was assigned to design an AEV 
Concept with its sketch 
 
Each team member was assigned to design an AEV concept 
fulfilling the primary attributes highlighted above. Every group 
member was given 1 week to produce its unique AEV 
concept. The AEV concept had to follow and fulfill every 
primary attributes highlighted above. Each member produced 
a concept with the sketches their AEV concept. The initial 
concept and initial ideas were explained carefully by each 
member.  
 
The team had a group meetings to rate the ability of each 
AEV concept. Each AEV concept was rated carefully in the 
discussion looking at the AEV’s usability and its functional 
abilities. Finally the pros and cons of every AEV design 
concept were discussed and listed down. 
 
The information, initial sketches, description, ideas, pros and 
cons were listed in the section III. Design Process below.  
 
 

Selecting AEV Concept 
After discussion and meetings, the team came up with 2 different AEV Concepts that were unique on its own. The descriptions of these two AEV 
Concepts are shown below. The lab team decided to choose AEV Concept I as the final design over AEV Concept II due to AEV Concept I’s better 
overall weight balance and more spacious. Also, AEV Concept I has better efficiency in speed because it is powered up by 2 motors. The spacious base 
also lowers the risk of damaging Ardruino and keeps Arduino away from contacting with metal. AEV Concept I outshined AEV Concept II because AEV 
Concept I fulfills every primary attribute the team had demanded. 
 
Concept I  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Final Sketch 1 
 
Description: This concept focused on the primary attributes demanded 
from the team; which were the size, efficiency and overall weight balance 
of the AEV. This concept was powered up by two motor to increase its 
travelling speed and efficiency of the AEV.  
 
Dimensions: 9 inch X 2 inch (Base) 
  
Special Features: Spacious enough to fit Arduino and battery, balance, 
powered up by two motors and propellers.  
  

Concept II  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Final Sketch 2 
 
Description: This concept focused on compactness. It has small base to 
decrease the overall weight of the AEV for increase in energy efficiency.  
Components were tightly placed on one another and the weight was 
concentrated on a very small area to increase the overall weight balance.  
  
Dimensions: 6 inch X 3 inch (Base) 
  
Special Features:  Small base, components were tightly attached, energy 
efficient, one motor and one propeller.  

Introduction 
During the SP13 semester, the team was assigned to design, 
build, document and test an Advanced Energy Vehicle 
(AEV).However, there were a few operational requirements 
and operational objectives needed to be fulfilled. The 
operational requirements and operational objectives are 
listed below: 
 
Operational Objectives: The AEV built need to focus on 
managing energy consumed and its efficiency.  
 
Operational Requirements: The AEV has to start at the end 
of the monorail track system and travels along the rail 
system. Then, the AEV will stop for 4 seconds 12 feet from 
the starting point and then travels slowly to tag the Caboose 
car which is 3 feet away from the stop. Then, the AEV will 
bring the Caboose back to the original place where the AEV 
first stopped. Throughout the journey, the team has to 
manage the energy consumption of the AEV to be as efficient 
as possible.  
 
The team consisted of 4 people and worked together to 
complete the given assignment. The team members were 
Boyi Li, Daniel Levingston, Kok Fong Yew and Nicholas 
Causey. Every member was assigned with a special role.  
The role of each member is listed below: 

• Nicholas Causey  (Team Lead) 

• Bo Yi Li   (CAD Modeler) 

• Daniel Levingston   (Systems Engineer) 

• Kok Fong Yew   (Operations Specialist) 

Conclusion 
  
The lab team had successfully designed an energy efficient 
Advanced Energy Vehicle after a few week of hard work. 
After making a few testing on the Advanced Energy Vehicle 
on track and static, the data collected was used to improve 
and change the Advance Energy Vehicle design into a better 
energy efficient AEV. The lab team successfully produced its 
final Advance Energy design that fulfilled every criteria 
required by the instructor and the lab team itself.  
 
The final design of Advanced Energy Vehicle in front view, 
side view and top view is shown below:  

Final Design 1.1: Side View 

Final Design 1.2: Top View Final Design 1.3: Front View 

Data Collected 
The design concept I that was chose by the team had been 
used to conduct test on static and track. The data collected 
was observed and analyzed by the team and then were used 
to improvise and upgrade the design concept into a better 
and more energy efficient design concept. The data collected 
during the test are shown below.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.1 Static Power vs Time before 
modification 
 
Figure below shows the data of AEV after modification which 
was more energy efficient.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.2 Static Power vs Time 
after modification 
 
 

Table 1.1 shows the 
total energy used in the 
static test of the AEV 
before modification. 
The overall operation 
energy used was 
168.0061 Joules. 
 

Table 1.2 shows the 
total energy used in the 
static test of the AEV 
after modification. The 
overall operation 
energy used was 
38.749 Joules. 
 


